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CHAPTER 1
IN1~ODUC TION
The Problem.— A study of errors made in the various items of the
Arithmetic test in the metropolitan Achievement Test for 349 Negro Children
jn the David T. Howard Sch ci, Atlanta, Georgia.
~~pose of Problem.— In this study an attempt is made: (1) to note
the errors made in the various items of the tests in Arithmetic Fundamentals
and Arithmetic Problems; (2) to discover the types of errors most commonly
made in Arithmetic Fundamentals and Arithmetic Problems; and (3) to find
the difficulty value of the various items in the tests.
One of the major causes of difficulty in problem solvin is believed
to be a failure of comprehension on the part of the pupils due to a lack
of general ability in silent reading. This difficulty is increased by a
laok of understanding the language of Arithmetic.
Method. of Research0— The survey and analytical type of research is
need.
Justification.— The results of this study may suggest: (1) the type
of improvement needed in teachin Arithmetic in the elementary grades;
(2) the use of the results may serve as criteria for classification and
grouping for instructional purposes: (3) the findings may serve as bases
for diagnosis for remedial instruction needed in this subject.
Limitations.— There are several factors which may influence the results
of this study. Some of these factors are: crowded school conditions in which
pupils are taught~ the economic status of most of the pupils; differences in
1
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~hronologiOa1 ages and general intelligence. The problem of adjusting to
departmental instruction and to other junior high school routine is a pos
sible factor. Pupils’ reactions to tests, to testers, and to the ocridi—
tions un er which the tests are given often influence the results.
Scope of Study.— This problem is limited to errors foimd in the tests
in Arithmetic Fundamentals and Arithmetic Problems in the Metropolitan
Achievement Tests, Intermediate Battery——Partial: Form A (Revised). The
sub300ts used are the seventh grade pupils of the David T. Howard School.
Plan of Stu4y~.— (1) All errors in Arithmetic Fundamentals, Arithmetic
Problems, were tabulated for each pupil.
(2) Types of errors were found for fifty pupils, thirty girls and
twenty boys.
The subjects in the investigation included 212 girls and 137 boys. It
was decided that types of errors would not be found for the entire group.
Fifty tests w re considered a representative sampling. These were chosen by
selecting every seventh test. Since there were more girls than boys the
selected group was composed of thirty girls and twenty boys.
(3) InterDrctations were giren for all test results in Arithmetic Fun a
mentals and Arithmetic Problems. Types of errors in Arithmetic were inter
preted.
Studies in the Field.— Analysis of errors often serves as the basic
procedure of investigations in remedial and diagnostic research. In 1925
Buswell and Judd1 reported that there were thirty—one studies which dealt
with diagnoses. Twenty of these investigations pertained to analysis of
errors.
1G. T. Buswell and C. H. Judd, Summary of Educational Investigations
Relating to Arithmetic, (Chicago, 1925), p. 115.
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!n these studies the authors usually used either the observation or ithe
analytical approach. In the former type the examiners observed the mental
processes of the pupils as they worked. All oral and written responses were
recorded. This technique gives direct information on pupils’ methods of
proc ur3. When the analytical approach is used the examiners study the
results of the tests after they have been given.
There seems to be a consensuS of opinion on the part of the various
writers concerning the types of errors most eommon1~y found in Arithmetic,
Breuo3nler and Kelley1, however, gave more detailed anal~rsis in their lists
of errors. Breuckner and Melby2 gave an account of the finding of Buswell
and John. These joint authors found the most common Arithmetic errors were
due to mistakes in simple number dombinations, to inability in carryin ,
and to faulty procedures, respeêtively. They found these errors to be corn—
mom to grades three through six.
Knight,3 Scott4, and Osburn5 cited carrying first in fundamental dif
ficulties. Osburn included borrowing and zero combinations, while Scott
mentioned omission and inversion next in line of difficulty.
1L. J. Breuckner and Fred Kelley, “A Critical Evaluation of )Aethods of
Analyzing Practice in ractions,” F. B. Knight, Chairman, “Arithmetic,”
National Society for the Study of Education, Twenty-Ninth Yearbook, 1930,
pp.. 525—533.
2L. J. Breuckner and K. 0. Melby, Diag~ostic and Remedial Teachin~g,
(Atlanta, 1931), p. 202.
B. Knight, Guy T. Buswell and Charles H. Judd, op. cit.1 p. 67.
~Wil1iam Scott, Guy T. Buewell and Charles H. Judd, op. cit., p. 68.
J. Osburn, “Errors in Fundamentals of Arithmetic,” Journal of Edu
cational Research, V (April, 1922), p. 349.
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Guy B. Wilson’ did not agree with Knight and Ford in their contention
~ (1) “Multiply a complete multiplicand by any digit...beoomes more
difficult the further along in the total work it appears.” (2) “The later
a, multiplicand fact appears in a series, the more frequent the error upon
even when its associations with necessary carrying are made negligi is
fa,ot~r8.”
Wilson challenged these conclusions. He prepared a test similar to the
~,ne used by Knight and Ford. He made a study of the multiplication fact,
7x9~ same as the former co—authors had done. He tested 370 children in the
sixth, fifth, and fourth grades.
He found 125 errors on the 7x9 combination; Knight and Ford found 163
errors; Wilson found that 198 of the 370 papers showed perfect scores. In
hI~ ~i~ial conclusion he said, “We find no indication of the oncoming of at
tantion and failure as the work progresses through a study—recitation period.”
Breuckner2 and Melby, Oeburn3, and Morton4 were in accord in their find
ings on errors in fractions. They maintained that most of the difficulties
in fractiona are due to: (1) ins equate conception of the processes involved;
(2) confusion of operation; (3) and lack of skill in the fundamental opera—
tions with integers.
Groasniokie5 made a critical analysis from a total of 1211 test papers.
1Guy B. ilson, “Steady J:ncrease in Errors9” Journal of Experimental
Education, V (September, 1936), pp. 71—74.
2L. B. Breuokner and E. 0. Melby, op. cit., p.
J. Osburn, op. cit., p. 349.
L~ Morton, “An Analysis of Pupils Errors in Fractions,” Journal of
Educational Research, IX (February, 1924), pp. 117—125.
~F. E. Grossnickle, “Errors and Questionable Habits of Work in Long
t)ivisiou,” Journal of Educational Research, XXIX (January, 1936), pp. 355—368.
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Grades fifth through eighth were included.
The author made a tentativ liet of errors and faulty procedures. He
groi~ped the errors found under seven classifications. They were (1) errors
of combinationS; (2) errors resulting from use of remainders; (3) errors
resulting from zero; (4) errors resulting from faulty procedure; (5) errors
resulting from lapses of attention; (6) errors resulting from bring down;
and (7) faulty or questionable habits of work.
Re found a total of fifty—seven different errors and thirteen question—
able habits of work. Many of these errors were very infrequent. Errors
of ~oxabination in division, multiplication, and subtraction, omission of
A final zero in quotient only, using a remainder greater than advisor, and
dro ing the remainder when zero was final in the quotient only, constituted
59.4 per cent of the total frequency of errors noted in the study.
Problem solving is generally conceded to be the most difficult part of
Ant tic. Poor reading and lack of comprehension may be responsible for
much of the failure in problem solving. Another cause may be found in the
fact that the problems are not challenging nor properly motivated. Problem
tenials frequently do not include child—like interests.
Lenore Johnl made a study em “Difficulty In Solving Problems in Anith
metio0” The purpose of the study was (i) to find errors made by pupils in
the intermediate grades in solving trio—step Arithmetic problems; (2) to
find~ how 4, 5, and 6 c~rade pupils differ in types of errors that they make;
aud (3) to find whether or not pupils from two schools show significant
1Lenore John, “Difficulty in Solving Problems,” Elementary School
Journal, XXI (November, 1930), pp. 202—215.
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differences in the types of errors whith they make.
Each pupil was observed alone by the examiner as he orally solved a
prepared list of problems. Paper and pencils were provided the subjects
worked iaentally or on paper as they chose • Thirty minutes w~s the general
time limit of the work period. Everything the subjects said ma~ recorded
by the ø~aminers
The analysis of the work of the sixty subjects studied revealed errors
f forty types. It was found that while the number of pupils who made a
particular error did not always decrease from one grade to the next the
totals of group errors and for all errors did show such decreases
ChAPTER II
THE INVESTIGATION
flistory of Testing P ogram in the Atlanta ublic School System.— The
Atlanta Public School System has a regular yearly testing pro rem which in
cludes first grade through the senior h’igh school. The tests are usually
given in the fall and spring. Some tests are optional while others are re—
quiréd
~hen a pupil completes the sixth grade his permanent record sheet is
sent ~o the assigned ~uuior high school. This sheet contains a complete
record of all tests taken, beginning with the first grade
This present school term (1939—1940) marks the beginning of the use
of th~ metropolitan Achievement tests for seven low pupils. The purpose
of the test was to estimate the accomplishment of each pupil. Pupils were
re—grouped for nstructional purposes according to the results of test.
The Metropolitan Achievement tests were given November 7, 1939. The
result of the Arithmetic test forms the bases for this study.
The Test Used.— The Metropolitan Achievement Tests Intermediate Battery—
Partial: Form A (Revised) for Grades 4, 5 and 6 were used.
~escription of the Tests.— Six tests are included in the Metropolitan
Test1 viz., heading, Vocabulary, Arithmetic Fundamentals, Arithmetic Prob—
lems, and language Usa e. Instructions for scoring the test results are
lyon at the end of each test.
The authors of the test believe that the procedure used in collecting
the mater ale for the test warrants its reliability and validity. They
checked the data against courses of study in representative large cities,
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~d they also checked against widely used textbooks and standard vocabulary
~d word lists
First a preliminary edition was published This was made up of over
fjf —five hundred questions for grades 4 to 8. Sixty representative schools
in sixteen school systems administered this battery to ten thousand pupils in
grades 3 through 9. The data secured from thei3e tests were used for the
f nal edition.
Time limits are provided for all tests except spelling. Three sittings
each including two tests were suggested for administering the tests. Time
limits: Reading, 25 minutes; Vocabulary 12 minutes; Arithmetic Fundamentals,
35 minutes; Arithmetic Problems, 30 minutes; English 25 minutes.
*ocurate timing is an important feature of the tests.
Test — Metropolitan Achievement Test Form A. Partial value.
Ha~ given: In 4 sittings; let day, Reading and Vocabulary
2nd day, Arithmetic Fundamentals
3rd day, Arithmetic Problems
4th day, English & Spelling
By whoi~ given:
Four persons conducted the test, and were present durn each sittin
The principal, chairmen of English, Social Science roups all of
whom had considerable experience in giving standardized tests; the
subject teacher of the group taking the test, who looked after at
tendance, seating and passing to anc from test.
By whom corrected:
~d4~ig & Vocabulary - 6 teachers from Social Science
Arithmetic Fundamentals — 6 teachers from Mathematics Group
Arithmetic Problems — 6 teachers from Science & Arts group
lish & Spelling - 6 teachers from English Group
The teacher making the cor eotions initialed the test. The principal
made a doi~i sampling (let,, lt)th, 20th, etc.) of ëa~ch set, an corrected
the entire booklet, an where errors in correction were numerous, the entire
test was marked again ~Three sets of spelling had to be reoheck~d, because
of differen e in interpretation of the way in which credit should be given
for bo~u~ Least errors were found in Arithmetic Fundamentals.
Use of tests:
All tests were then divided according to schools, and tabulations made
y subjects.
Findings:
That children ranked from 3rd to 6th grade none higher. Most of the
pupils were of 4th grade level..
CHAPTER III
TEST RESULTS AND TYPES OF ERRORS
1 Arithmetic Fundamentals — Time Limit, 35 mutes
era were sixty items listed in the Arithmetic Fundamentals test of
the )Aetrppolitan Achievement test These items included the following
processes: Addition, subtraction multiplication and division of whole
numbers; addition, subtraction multiplication, and division of fractions;
addit on, subtraction, multiplication and division of decimals; multipli
cation of percentage; addition and reduction of denominate numbers; inter
pretations of graph; and measuring to scale.
Interpretations of findings of the test were made by the following
procedure: the number of errors and omissions were tabulated for each item.
The omission for each item was en tracted from the total number of pupils
takingi~hë test. This gave the ~latte~pt~n for each item. The number of
errors~ was deducted from the number of “attempts” for each item; this gave
the number “passed” for each item. The “per cent passed” for each item was
obtained for each item by- dividing each “passed” by each number “attempted”.
If~the per cent passed were greater than fifty, we subtracted fifty
per cen1~.from it and looked up the result per cent in the Sigma—Distance
Table1; ‘wérgave the corresponding SD a positive ‘value.
The ~fôregong procedure is known as scaling the test; this is based upon
the normal curve hypothesis. It is assumed that the traits measured are
~E. F. Lindquist, A irst Go ree in Statistics, 1939, p 87.
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appro~ii1~atelY distributed normally among the group.
The test results in Arithmetic Fundamentals for 212 girls revealed the
following: In addition of whole numbers there were 224 errors, ranging from
one to thirty-one. One thousand and fifty-four attempts were made. Table I,
page 21, reveals 224 errors made in addition of whole numbers, (items 1—5),
of the 1054 attempts.
Table 11, page 24, shows the per cent of pupils passing each item in
adaition of whole numbers (1—5), and the difficulty value of each item.
According to Table II; pare 24, 97.15 per cent of pupils passed item 2, with
a difficulty value of 1.10. This was the least difficult item n addition
of whole numbers as revealed by these results. The most difficulty item
in addition of whole numbers, as revealed in Table II, page 24 shows that
38 46 per cent of pupils pa8eed item 5, with a difficulty value of 3.30.
This ~as the most difficult item in addition of whole numbers.
!zi subtraction of whole numbers there were 363 errors, ranging from
1—28. One thouaand and forty—four attempts were made. Table I reveals 363
srror~ made in 8ubtraction of whole numbers, (items 6—10), of the 1044 attempts.
Table 11 shows the per cent of pu~i1s passing each item in subtraction of
~o1e numbers (6—10), and the difficulty value of each item. According to
Table II 89 95 per cent of pupils passed item 6 with a difficulty value of
1.70. Item 7 was passed by 90.00 par cent of the pupils with a difficulty
value ~f 1 70. These two ite~ns were the least difficult in subtraction of
whole numbers. The most difficu~it item in subtraction of whole numbers was
Ltem 10. This item was pass~d by 38 35 per cent of the puoils with a dif
ficulty value of 3 30 See Table II
In the third process which involved multiplication of ‘whole numbers
there were 377 errors ranging from 1 to 35. One thousand attempts were
made. Table I shows 377 errors made in multiplication of whole numbers
I
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(items 11—15) of the 1000 attempts.
Table II shawe the per cent of pupils passing each item in multiplica
tion of whole numbers and the difficulty value of each item. According to
Table II, 91 46 rer cent of pu us passed item 12 with a difficulty value of
1.65. ThIs was the least difficult item in multiplication of whole numbers.
Items 14 and 15 were most difficult in this process. Item 14 was passed
by 26.36 per cent of the pupils, and item 15 was passed by 25.88 per cent
of the pupils; each of these items had a difficulty value of 3.65.
Ther~ were 502 errors in division of whole numbers, items 16-21. The
range of errors was from 1 to 26. Table I reveals 865 attempts made in this
division of the test. Table II discloses the fact that 65.31 per cent of the
pupils passed item 16 with a difficulty value of 2.60. This was the least
difficult item in division of whole numbers. Item 21 was most difficult;
only 13.20 per cent of the pupils passed it. The difficulty value of this
item was 4.10.
The next operation in the test involved the four fundamentals in frac
tions——addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. The findings
for fractions were as follows: Table I sh we 638 errors in addition of
fractions (items 22—26) with a range of 5—39. Eight hundred and fifty at
tempts were made. Table II shows item 22 was least difficult since 58.56
per cent of the pupils passed it. The difficulty value of this item was 2.50.
The most difficult item as revealed in the same table (II) was 26. This
item was passed by 6.66 per cent of the pupils with a difficulty value of
4.50.
Subtraction of fractions (items 27—31) reveals 46 errors in 704 at
tempts. See Table I. The errors range from 1 to 37. In Table II we find
item 27 least difficult; the per cent of pupils passing this item was 65.00.
The difficulty value was 2.60. The most difficult item was 3l~ only 13.08
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per C t of the pupils passed it. The difficulty value was 4.10.
Multiplication of fractions (items 32—35) as seen in Table I contained
225 errors, ranging from 1 to 27. There were 323 attempts made in this di-.
~.ision of the test. The least difficult item was 32; it was passed by 42.52
per cent of the pupils, with a difficulty value of 3.20. Item 35 was most
dif~fi~u1t. It was passed by 14.54 per cent of the pupils. The difficulty
~a1u&~*a8 4.05. See Table II.
Items 36—39 were included in the section of the test on division of
fyactiofls. From Table I, we find 168 errors in 298 attempts. The range of
errors was 1—19. Item 36 was least difficult: it was passed by 51.80 per
cent of the pupils. The difficulty value was 2.95. The most difficult item
was 38; it was passed by 17 10 per cent of the pupils. The difficulty value
was 3.95. See Table II.
It~ems 36—39 were included in the part of the test which consisted of
divisi~za of fractions From Table I we find 188 errors in 298 attempts. The
range of errors “~as from 1 to 19. Item 36 was least difficult; 51.80 per
cent o the pupils passed it. The difficulty value was 2.95. The most dif—
fi~u1t item was 38 it was passed by 17.10 per cent of the pupils with a dif—
fioult~ ‘Q~alue of 3 95 See Table II, p.
he four fundamentals in decimals comprised the third big division of
the Arithmetic Fund~menta1s test. Addition of decimals included items 40
and 41. Table I reveals 110 errors and 166 attempts for these two items.
The range of errors was from 5—17. Item 40 was less difficult than item
41. The former was passed by 49.02 per cent of the pupils, while the latter
was passed by 9.37 per cent of the pupils. The difficulty values were 3.00
and 4~30 respectively. See Table TI.
In subtraction of decimals there were 135 errors1 ranging from 1 to 17.
°~e hwadz’ea and forty—three attempts were made. This included items 42—44.
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See Table I. The least difficult item showu in Table II was 44; it was
passed by 13.33 per cent of the pupils with a difficulty value of 4.10.
Item 43 was most difficult. Only 1.85 per cent of the pupils passed this
item The difficulty value was 5.10.
One hundred and eighteen errors and 136 attempts were noted in multi
plication of decimals. Tao items, 45 and 46, composed this section. See
Table I. The range of errors was from I to 25. According to Table II Item
45 was less difficult than item 46. The former was passed by 13.79 per cent
of the pupils, while the latter was passed by 12.24 per cent of the pupils.
The difficulty values were 4.10 and 4.15 respectively.
Division of decimals, items 47—49, as seen in Table I had 132 errors
and 145 attempts. The rrors ranged from 1 to 16. From Table II we see
that item 47 was least difficult. It was passed by 15.82 per cent of the
pupils with a difficul.ty value of 4.00. Item 49 was most difficult1 only
2,63 or cent of the pupils passed this item. The difficulty value was
4.95.
The next division of the teat consisted of interpreting a graph. It
included items 50—52. Of the 102 attempts 59 errors were found. See Table
I. The range of errors was from 3. to 8. Item 52 was least difficult; 71.87
per cent of the pupils passed this item. The difficulty ‘value was 2,40. The
moat ddfficult item was 51; it was passed by 3.33 per cent of the pupils
with a difficulty value of 4.80.
E~amples in per centane were next. Items 53—55 were included. There
w~re 57 errors and 63 attempts. See Table I. The range of errors was fro
1 tq 9~ From Table II we fin item 54 least difficult The per cent of
pupils~ passing this item ‘was 11.11 with a difficulty value of 4.20. The
most d±tfieult item was 53; only 8.69 per cent of the pupils pass d this
itØm.,~ The difficulty value was 4.35.
.1
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The next part of the test (items 56—59) dealt with addition and re
duction of denominate numbers. Table I discloses 146 errors made in this
seotion. One hundred and eighty—six attempts were found. Errors ranged
from 1 to 19. Table II shows item 56 as the least difficult; it ~ passed
by 56.52 per cent of the pupils with a difficulty value of 2.85. Item 58
was the most difficult. The per cent passing this item was 3.12 with a dif
ficulty value of 4.85
In measuring to scale (map~), the last division of the test, Table I
shows 23 errors and 41 attempts. The rrors ranged from 2 to 7.’ Item 60
wa8 the only item in this part of the test. This item was passed by 43.90
per cent of the pupils. The difficulty value was 3.15. See Table II.
Xtem 43 which involved the subtraction of decimals, was the most dif
ficult item in the whole Arithmetic Fundamentals test ror girls. Only 1.85
per cent of the girls who attempted this example passed it. The difficulty
value~or this item was 5.10 Item 43—-(8.7 — .645).
Item 2, which involv~ addition of whole numbers was the least difficult
of the other items for girls. It was passed by 97.15 per cent of the girls.
The difficulty value was 1.10. Item 2——(Add ~ ).
Of the 7,120 attempts made in the Arithmetic Fundamentals test by girls,
3764 errors were f~ound. The largest mimber of attempts were made in the
first part of the test: Addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division
of whole numbers. The largest number of errors was discovered iza the sec
tion of the test on fractions.
The last part of the test3 measuring to scale, (map) received the least
number of attempts. Likewise the smallest number of errors were føund.
The Arithmetic Fundamentals test findings for 137 boys followh In ad
dition of whole numbers (items 1—5) there were 149 errors, ranging from 1 to
30. Six hundred and seventy—five attempts were made. See Table I, p.
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Té.ble II, page 24, shows 96.35 per cent of pupils passed item 1 with a
difficulty value of 1.20. This was the least difficult item in addition of
whole numbers as shown by these find ngs. The most difficult item in ad
dition of whole numbers, as revealed in Table II shows that 35.61 per cent
of the pupils passed item 5 with a difficulty value of 3.35. This was the
most d4fficult item in additon of whole numbers.
In subtraction of whole numbers there were 231 errors. Six hundred and
sixty—five attempts were made See Table I. The errors ranged from I to 26,
Table IT shows item 6 as the least difficult in subtraction of whole numbers.
is ~te~n was passed by- 88.06 per cent of the pupils with a difficulty value
of 1.80. Item 10 was most difficult in subtraction of whole numbers; 41.08
per cent of the pupils passed this item with a difficulty value of 3.20.
Two hundred and eighteen errors were made in multiplication of whole
numbers. There were 618 attempts. Items 11—15. See Table I, p. 21 The
range of errors was 1—29. From Table II we find that item 12 was the least
difficult item in multiplication of whole numbers. It was passed by 89.39
per cent of the pu ils with a difficulty value 1.75. The most difficult item
was 15; it was passed by 30.09 per cent of the pupils with a difficulty value
of 3.50.
In divsion of whole numbers 371 errors were made. There were 541 at—
tempts, items 16—21 See Table I. The errors ranged from 2 to 25. Table II
reveals item 16 as the least difficult; it was riassed by 65.68 per cent of the
pupils with a difficulty value of 2.60. The most difficult item was item
21; this item was passed by 02.98 per cent of the pupils, with a difficulty
value of 4.90.
The next operation in the test involved the four fundamentals in frac
tions—addition, subtra tion, multiplication, and division. Table I shows
391 errors in addition of fractions (items 22—26). The items ranged from
17
1 to 40. Four hundred and ninety—one attempts were made. Table II reveals
item 22 as the least difficult in addition of fractions. This item was passed
by 59.18 per cent of the pupils. The difficulty value of thi8 item was 2.75.
The most difficult item was 26~ this item was passed by 07.77 per tent of the
boys, with a difficulty value of 4.40.
In subtraction of fractions (items 27—31) 295 errors wore made in 395
attempts. See Table I. The range of errors was 2-31. Th~1e II shows items
27 as least difficult. It wa~ passed by 59.78 per cent of the boys with a
difficulty value of 2.75 The most difficult item was 31; it was passed by
01.66 per cent of the boys with a difficulty value of 5.15.
In multiplication of fractions (items 32—35) 143 errors were made in
181 attempts. See Table I. The errors ranged from 3-16. Item 3 v~a~ the
least difficult; 30.00 per cent of the boys passed this item with a difficulty
value of 3.55. Item 35 was the most difficult item in multip1ic~tion of
fractions. It was passed by 13.15 per cent of the boys wiU~ difficulty value
of 4.10.
In division of fractions we find 138 errors in 191 attempts. Soe Table
I. The errors range from 2—12. From Table II we find item 39 the least dif—
floult. It was paased by 44.23 per cent of the boys with a difficulty value
of 3.15 The most difficult item was 38; it was passed by 9.75 per cent of
the boys with a difficulty value of 4.30.
The third part of the test consisted of the four fundamentals in deci
mals. Addition of decimals included items 40 and 41. Table I shows 72 errors
in 101 attempts. The errors ranged from 3—12. According to Table II item 40
was less diffjcult than item 41. The former was passed by 45.90 per cent of
the boys with a difficulty value of 3.10. The latter was passed by 2.50 per
cent of the boy~ with a diff~oulty value of 4.95.
In subtraction of decimals (items 42—44) there were 89 errors in 94
I
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.attem~ts See Table I. The errors ranged from 3—15. The least difficult
item as shown in Table II was item 44, It was passed by 8.33 per cent of
the boys with a difficulty value of 4.40. Item 43 was most difficult; not
any of the boys passed this item. The difficulty value was 8 00,
In. multiplication of decimals (items 45 and 46) we note 85 errors and
123 attempts. See Table I. The errors ranged from 3—19. Aocor4i~ig to Table II
item 45 was less difficult than item 46. The former was passed by 41.86 per
eent of the boys, while the latter was passed by 5.40 per cent of the boys.
The difficulty values were 3.20 an 4.60 respectively.
Division of decimals (items 47—49) as shown in Table I had 96 errors and
100 attempts. The errors ranged from 2-15. From Table II we see that item
47 was the least difficult. It was passed by 7.14 per cent of the boys with
a diffIculty- value of 4.50. Item 48 was most difficult None of the boys
passed this item. The difficulty ‘value was 8.00.
~terpretation of the graph was the next division of the test. It in
cluded items 50—52. Of the 65 attempts 46 errors were made. See Table I
The errors ranged from 1—B. Item 52 was least difficult; 57.14 por cent of
the boys passed this item with a difficulty value of 3.20. The most dif
ficult item was 51; none of the boys passed this item. The difficulty value
was 6.00
Items .53-55 included examples ‘in percentages. There were 50 errors and
52 attempts. See Table I. The range of errors was 2—6. Table II reveals
item 54 the least difficult. The per cent of boys passing this item was 6.66
with a difficulty value of 4.50. The most difficult item was 55; none of the
boys passed this item. The difficulty value was 8.00.
The next part of the test included addition and reduction of denominate
numbers, (items 56—59). Table I discloses 87 errors in 114 attempts. Errors
ranged from 1—Il. According to Table II 63 33 per cent of the boys passed
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jte~m 56 which was the least difficult. The difficulty value of this item
The most difficult item was 58; only 2.49 per cent of the boys
pa~ed this item with a difficulty value of 4.90.
The last division of the test whic~ involves measureing to scale (map)
shows 15 errors arid 17 attempts. See Table I. The range of errors was from
2.-6. There was only one item in this part of the test; it was passed by
11. 5 par cent of the boys with a difficulty value of 4.20. See Table II.
Items 43 (which involved subtraction of decimals); 48 (which irivolved
division of decimals); 51 (which involved the interpretation of a graph);
and 56 (which involved percentage) were the most difficult in the whole
Arithmetic Fundamentals test for boys. None of them passed either one of
these four examples. The difficulty values for these items were 8.00.
~tem 1 (which involved addition of whole numbers) was the least dif
ficult of all the other items for boys. It was passed by 96.35 per cent of
the boys The difficulty value was 1.20.
Of the 4,423 attempts made in the Arithmetic Fundamentals test by boys,
2,476 errors were found. The largest number of attempts were made in the
four fundamentals in whole numbers. The largest numbers were found in these
prooesse8 also.
There were seventeen att~mpts and fifteen errors in the last part of
the test, measuring to soale(map). These were the least results found for
boys.
The first twenty-one ite e ~n the Arithmetic Fundamentals test are in
cluded in the fundamental processes of whole numbers. On a whole the items
in this division of the teat ~re arranged in order of their difficulty, that
is t e less difficult precedes the more difficult The greatest difficulty
value is found in the last example of division. Difficulty value increases
consecutively in the processes, addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
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division. Slight variations are noted in a ition of whole numbers for girls
and boys.
The range of difficulty value increases in fractions; this fact sug
gests that fractions are more difficult than whole numbers. Here we. find
variation in the difficulty value in arrangement of items. Item 26 has the
greatest difficulty value of all the items in fractions for girls while item
31 has the greatest difficulty value for boys. Item 23 is more difficult
than item 24 for boys and girls. Item 38 is more difficult than item 39
for girls and boys. Division of fractions is the least difficult of all the
other operations in fractions.
The highest difficulty value for.girle is found iii decimals.. The boys
reached the zero point in subtraction and division of decimals, in inter
preting the graph and in percentage.
I~tem 42 is more difficult than item 44 for the girls; item 51 is more
difficult than item 52 for boys and girls; item 53 is more difficult than
54 for girls and boys; and item 58 is more difficult than item 59 for both
girls and boys.
Th the above items the test did not proceed from the less difficult
to the more difficult. It is a question whether or not irregularities in
arrangement of items were in any way responsible for large number of errors
found in the Arithmetic Fundamentals test. We also note an increase in
omiasious in the last part of the test. This may be due to the tims element,
or it may be due to lack of ability on the part of the pupils to master the
processes involved.
2. Prpblem Solving — Ti e Limit, 30 Minutes
“In life the problem is the thing; and if we would make our school life
like, we should exalt the purposes for which number is used and pay close
I
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TABLE I
ATTEMPTS AND ERRORS I~IADE BY 212 GIRLS AND 137 BOYS IN
THE ARITh~E1~IC FUNDAMENTALS TEST
Atte~pts Made Errors Made
~ Items GIrls — Boys Girls Boys
lhole Numbers
1 212 137 7 5
2 211 137 8 7
Addition 3 212 135 25 - 22
4 211 134 58 30
5 208 132 128 85
otals 1054 675 224 149
6 209 134 21 16
7 210 135 21 16
Subtraction 8 210 133 92 68
9 209 - 134 102 57
10 206 129 127 76
Totals 1044 665 363 231
1]. 208 130 24 - 16
12 211 132 18 14
Multiplication 13 210 131 61 32
14 201 122 148 84
15 170 103 126 72
Totals 1000 618 377 218
16 173 102 60 35
17 178 111 90 66
Division 18 158 95 102 69
~ 19 133 92 90 80
20 117 74 78 56
2]. 106 67 92 65
Totals 865 541 502 371
~aotiona
22 181 98 75 40
~ 23 178 107 148 — 96
Addition 24 179 106 135 89
25 162 - 90 145 83
26 150 90 140 83
Totals 850 491 638 391
27 160 92 56 37
28 157 88 86 55
Subtraction 29 144 - 78 115 70
30 136 77 117 74
31 107 60 93 59
Totals 704 395 467 295
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7~BLE I (Continued)
ATTEMPTS AND ERRORS MADE BY 212 GIRLS AN]) 137 BOYS IN
THE ARITHMETIC FUNDAMENTALS TEST
Attempts Made Errors Made
Items Girls Boys GirTh Boys
¶raetions
- 32 87 46 50 35
Multiplication 33 115 60 73 42
34 ~8 37 55 33
~ 35 55 ~38 47 33 -
Totals 323~ 181 225 143
36 83 52 40 35
ivision 37 74 46 51 37
~ 38 76 41 63 37 -
3~ 65 52 34 29
Totals 298 191 188 -- - 138
~eoimals
40 102 61 52 33
Addition 41 64 40 58 39
Totals 166 101 110 72
42 59 42 56 39
Subtraction 43 54 28 53 28
. 44 30 24 26 22
Totals 143 94 135 89
Multiplication 45 87 - 86 75 50
- 46 49 37 43 35
TOtal8 136 123 118 85
47 64 42 54 39
Division 48 43 30 4]. 30
49 38 28 37 27
Totals 145 100 132 96
50 40 23 21 16
Graphs 51 30 2]. 29 21
52 32 21 9 9
Totals 102 65 59 - 46
53 23 19 ?l 18
Percentage 54 18 15 16 14
55 22 18 20 18
~ Totals 63 52 57 50
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TABLE I (Continued)
ATTEMPTS AND ERRORS MADE BY 212 GIRLS AND 137 BOYS IN
TRE ARITEMETIG FUNDAMENTALS TEST
AttenØe Made Errors Mad~o
Items Girls Boys Girls - Boys
ieaim~1 S
56 46 30 20 U
Denominate 57 42 - 29 - 33 23
Numbers 58 64 34 ~2L 33~
59 34 21 31 20
Totals 186 114 146 — 87
Map 60 17 23 15
Totals 41 17 23 T5
~ -~
attention to problem—solving. The real fundamentals in Arithmetic are
problems.” This quotation from L R. Buokingham’? article, “The Train
ing of Teaohers of Arithmetic”, Re differentiates between example aud
problem by 8aying that in the former the pupil is told the operation, while
in the latter the operation must be determined by the pupil. Experience
determines to a large degree whether or not an exercise is a problem for
the pupil. Since this is true one may expect to find varied responses to
problem solving.
The test in Arithmetic Problems found in the Metropolitan Achievement
test contains forty items.. These items ai~e one, two, and three-step prob—
lame which involve the four fundamental processes in whole nu~bera, fractions,
and denominate numbers. There is one problem in percentage. Comprehension
and discrimination are needed for the solution of these problems.
Rectangular boxes are found at the end of each problem. Pu us were
R. Buckingham, “The Training of Teachers of Arithmetic,” The IWenty—
Ninth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education, 1930,
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TêBLE II
THE PER CENT PASSED AND TEE DIFFICULTY VALUE FOR 212 GIRLS
AND 137 BOYS IN TEE ~RITR?~TIC FUNDEL~ENTAIJS TEST
Per Cent Passed DiffieuIt~y Value
Item - Girls Boys —~ - Girls Boys
1 96.60 96.35 1.20 1.20
2 97.15 94.89 1.10 1.40
3 88.21 83.70 1.80 2.00
4 72.51 77.61 2.40 2.25
5 38.46 35.61 3.30 3.35
6 89.95 88.06 1.70 1.80
7 90.00 87.41 1.70 1.85
8 56 19 50.37 2.85 3.00
9 51.14 57.46 2.95 2.80
10 38.35 41.08 3.30 3.20
11 88.46 87.69 1.80 1.85
12 91.46 89.39 1.65 1.75
13 70.95 75.57 2.45 1.30
14 26.36 31.14 3.65 3.50
15 25.88 30.09 3.65 3.50
16 65.31 65.68 2.60 2.60
17 49.43 40.54 3.05 3.25
18 35.44 27.05 3.40 3.60
19 32.33 13.04 3.45 3.10
20 33.33 24.32 3.45 3.70
21 13.20 02.98 4.10 4.90
58.56 59.18 2.80 2.75
23 19.66 10.28 3.85 4.30
24 24.48 16.04 3.70 4.00
25 10.49 07.77 4.25 4.40
26 8.66 07.77 4.50 4.40
27 65.00 59.78 2.60 2.75
28 45.22 37.50 3.10 3.30
29 20.13 10.25 3.85 4.30
30 13.96 03.89 4.10 4.75
31 13.08 01.66 4.10 5.15
32 42.52 23.91 3.20 3.70
33 36.52 30.00 3.35 3.55
34 16.67 10.81 4.00 4.25
35 14.54 13.15 4.05 4.10
36 51.80 32.69 2.95 3.46
37 31.08 19.56 3.50 3.85
38 17.10 09.75 3.95 4.30
39 47.69 44.23 3.05 3.15
40 49.02 45.90 3.00 3.10
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TABLE II (Continued)
~fflE PER CENT PASSED A1~D THE DIFFICtJLTY VALUE FOR 212 GIRLS
ASD 137 BOYS IN ~EE .ARITEMETIC F~fl~ENTh~LS TEST
Per Cent Passed Difficulty Value
Item Girls -- Boys ~Gir1s
41 9.37 02.50 4.30 4.95
42 5.08 07.14 4.65 4.45
43 1.85 0 5.10 5.00
44 13.33 08.33 4.10 4.40
45 13.79 41.86 4.10 3,.20
48 12.24 05.40 4.15 4.60
47 15.62 07.14 4.00 4.50
48 4.65 0 4.70 8.00
49 2.63 03.57 4.95 4.80
50 47.50 30.43 3.05 3~50
51 3.33 0 4.80 8,00
52 71.87 57 14 Z.40 3.20
53 8.69 05.26 4.35 4.80
54 11.11 06.66 4.20 4.50
55 9.09 0 4.35 8.00
56 56.52 63.33 2.85 2.65
57 21.43 20.69 3.80 3.80
58 3.12 02.94 4.85 4.90
69 8.82 O4.~76 4.35 4.70
60 43.90 11.85 3.~,15 4.20
directed to work each problem and write the answer in the box. They were
asked to do their figuring in the right—hand margin of the page.
A larger number of errors were made for both girls and boys in the
Arithmetic Problems test than were made in the Arithmetic Fundamentals test.
The errors for girls ranged from 23 (item 40) to 155 (item 15), and fo
boys the range of errors was from 22 (item 1) to 107 (item 15). See
Table III, p. 26.
The attempts for the boys this test were about the same as those
found in the Arithmetic Fundamentals test. Fewer attempts were found for
the girls. See Table III.
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TABLE III
ATTEMPTS AND ERRORS MADE BY 212 GIRLS AND 137 BOYS
IN TEE ARITEMETIC PROBLEMS TEST
Att ts Made Errors Made
Girls B B Girls Bo s
212 137 26 22
211 137 90 58
204 136 71 46
200 133 136 80
5 201 136 102 51
6 201 133 142 83
7 180 133 112 69
8 184 126 116 93
9 166 119 116 84
10 188 120 118 78
U 177 119 127 81
12 176 115 133 72
13 153 92 113 70
14 147 94 91 68
15 161 109 155 107
16 152 110 112 57
17 151 102 104 72
18 165 110 119 65
19 139 91 122 84
20 127 79 89 61
21 149 88 130 76
22- 118 65 67 34
28 123 76 69 30
24 137 74 125 51
25 115 61 89 48
28 107 49 79 34
27 112 49 91 41
28 87 37 79 31
29 77 35 65 34
30 67 22 54 19
31 82 25 68 20
32 61 27 30 22
33 61 20 52 19
34 45 20 36 19
35 40 16 30 15
36 36 13 26 12
37 31 13 26 9
38 35 12 26 9
39 39 10 30 8
40 37 10 23 8
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TABLE IV
TEE PER CENT PASSED A~4D DIFFICULTY VJ’~LUE FOR 212 GIRLS
AND 137 BOYS IN ANITEMETIC PROBLEMS TEST
- Passed by l’er Cent Difficu1~y Value
Items Girls Boys Girls - Boys
1 87.7 33.94 1.95 2,00
2 57.3 7.86 2.80 2.80
3 65.2 16.17 2.60 2.60
4 32.5 10.16 3.45 3.25
5 49.24 12.50 3.00 2.70
6 29.4 12.41 3.55 2.30
7 37~7 1.88 3.30 3.05
8 36.95 23,81 3.30 3.65
9 26.88 20,59 3.60 3.55
10 37.23 15.00 3.35 3.40
11 28.2 18.07 3.60 3.45
12 24.4 12.61 3.70 3.30
13 28.1 26.09 3.65 3.70
14 38.09 2.35 3.30 3.60
15 3.7 48.17 4.80 5.10
16 26.3 1.82 3.65 3.05
17 31 1 20.59 3.50 3.55
18 27,8 9.10 3.60 3.25
19 12.2 42.31 4.15 4.45
20 29.9 27.22 3.55 3.75
21 12.8 36.37 4.15 4.10
22 43.2 2.31 3.15 3.05
23 43.9 10.52 3.15 2.75
24 87 18.92 4.35 3.50
25 22.6 28.65 3.75 3.80
26 26.1 19.39 3.65 3.50
27 18.7 33.68 3.90 4.00
28 9.2 33.79 4.35 4.00
29 15.5 47.15 4.00 4 90
30 19.4 36.37 3.85 4.10
31 17.1 30.00 3.95 3.85
32 50 9 31.49 2.75 3.90
33 14.8 45.00 4~.O5 4.65
34 20 00 45.00 3.~85 4.65
35 25.00 43.75 3.65 4.55
36 27.7 42.31 3.60 4.45
37 48.3 19.24 3.05 3.50
38 25.7 25.00 3.65 3.65
39 23.1 30.00 3.75 3.85
40 37.83 30.00 3.30 3.85
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The range of diffioulty value for girls was from l~95 (item 1) to 4.80
(item 15). Range of difficulty value for boys was from 2,00 (item 1) to
5.10 (item 15). See Table IV p 27.
It will be seen that item 15 was most difficult for boys and girls.
This is the problem: “If 4 bars of chocolate are divided among 5 boys, vihat
part of a bar should each boy get,” The following are sam leo of answers
found: 2/4, 9; and 1 1/2. Pupils failed to handle the fraction properly.
In proportion to difficulty value, this problem was placed too far up
in the toot. The same is true of items 19 21 28, 28 and 33 according
to the results found for girls and boys. See Table IV.
3. Types of Errors — Arithmetic Fundamentals
The investigator made a study of systematic classifications of ty es
of errors in Arithmetic. From this survey a list of types of errors was
made. This list was based on lists as outlined by Bruckner, Buswell, Gist,
and others.
Types of errors were found for a random sampling composed of thirty
iris and twenty boys. Arithmetic Fundamentals and Arithmetic Problems
tests of the Metropolitan Achievement test were used for this study of
errors.
Each test booklet was closely observed to determine the kinds of errors
the pupils’ work revealed In most instances the pupils did not do their
work in the margin provided, but wrote the answers. The classification of
errors in this analysis was based upon the writer’s interpretation of these
answers and what figuring was found in the margins of the tests.
In this study these terms have the following cannotations~ Unknown,
the possible procedure used in arriving at the answer could not be deter.
mined. Example: Add 6 / 5 : 125 ans. rong Process, the use of ex~
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operation different from the one called for. Example: Subtract
~ 3/~ — 4 1/5 ~ 13 4/5 ama. Lack of comprehension, faulty couc pt of
prooeas~es involved. Example: 3 3/4 -~- 3/4 ~ 3 ~/4 x 4/~ ~ 3.
Table V p 30, ives an account of the number of tines each type of
error ooourred in the several sections of the Arithmetic Fundamentals test
for boys and gir1s~
!~ the four fundamentals of whole numbers seventeen different types
of errors were found. The most common types of errors found in addition of
ole numbers were addition combinations and carrying. Two examples, one
for girls and one for bays, were omitted. Mistakes in subtraction were due
most commonly to zero difficulty, subtraction combinations, and borrowing.
There were two OflhiS8iOflS for girls and three for boys in this process.
Errors on multiplication table, ~unk~owna,” and mistakes in carrying were
the most common types of errors in multi lication. Nine examples were omit
ted for girls and four for boys. The most frequent types of errors in di
vision of whole numbers were due to incorrect multiplication for girls and
“unimown” errors for boys. There were sixty—five omissions for girls and
thirty—three for boys.
Twelve different types of errors were found in the four fundamental ro—
ceases in fractions. The fiudin a for fractions follow: Difficulty in re
ducing fractions to their lowest term was the most common type of error for
boys, while errors of am uz~determined type accounted for most errors for
boys in addition of fractions. The largest known type of error for boys
‘was the same as that for girls, reduction of fractions. Fifty—one problems
were omitted by girls and thirty—two were omitted by boys. In subtraction
of fractions the most frequent types of errors were found to be due to dif
iculty in subtracting fractions for girls and lrunknowustl for boys. The
known type of error which occurred most often for boys in subtraction of
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•tA.BLE V
‘ffPES OF’ E~RRORS IN ~RIThME TIC FUJ)~1~NTALS TEST
FOR THIR’rY GIRLS AND 1~E~NTY BOYS
source of~Difficu1ty - Girls
Addition of Whole Numbers
1. Carrying 2 12
2, Addition Combinations 31 15
3. Unknown 1. 4
4. Wrong Process 2 2
El Subtraction of Whole Numbers
1. Subtraction CombinationS 13 7
2. Borrowing 8 8
3. Zero Difficulty 19 14
4. Wrong Process 4 2
5. Unknown 3 10
6, Subtracted Minuend from Subtrahend 3
ii Multiplication of Whole Numbers
1. Mistakes in Multiplication Tables 19 16
2. Mistakes in Adding 2 3
3~. Mistakes in Carrying 14 18
4. Incomplete 2 4
5. Zero Difficulty 1
6. Unknown 17 9
:v Division of Whole Numbers
1. Incomplete Division 9 10
2. Incorrect Multip1io~tiOfl 49 4
3. Incorrect Addition 1 22
4. Zero in Quotient Difficulty 3
5. Remainder Too Large 2 1
6. Wrong Process 2 8
7. Unknown 8 27
Addition of Fractions
1 L. C. U. Difficulty 8 5
2 Lack of Comprehension of Process Involved 2 4
3 Difficulty in Reducing Fractiofl8 14 14
4. Wrong Process 12 5
5. UnThnown V 7 16
6. Difficulty in Adding Whole Numbers 6 11
7 Difficulty in Adding Fractions 30 2
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‘~ Source of Difficulty - iris Boys
v1 .~Subtraction of Fractions
1. Use of rong Process 10
2. Difficulty in Subtracting Fractions 31 8
3. Difficulty in Reducing Fractions to
Lowest Terms 2 1
4. Lack of Comprehension 3 4
5. L. C. V. Difficulty 10 5
6. Unknown 7 16
VII Multiplication of Fractions
1. Lack of Co prehension of Process 3 2
2. Difficulty in Reduction 1 2
3. Wrong Process 1 14
4. Unknown 13 17
5. Difficulty in Multiplication of Fractions 8 1
6. Difficulty in Multiplication of
~ho1e Numbers 2
VIII Division of Fractions
i~ Wrong Operation 2 5
2. Lack of Comprehension 1
3. Difficulty in Reducing ractions to
Lowest Terms 5 i
4. Unknown 9 12
IX Addition of Decimals
1. MIsplacing Decimal Point 2 2
2. Addition Difficulty 2 2
3. Carrying Diffleulty 2
4. Unknown 6 5
5. Wrong Process
X Subtraction of Decimals
1. Misplacing Decimal Point 1
2. Ommission of Decimal Point 1
3. Subtraction Difficulty 1
4. Wrong Process 21 2
5.Unknown 5 7
TABLE V (Continued)
TYPES OF ERRORS IN )~RITflMETIC FUNflA~NENTALS TEST
FOR THIRTY GIRLS AND ThENTY BOYS
r
,~ ~.
I’.;
2.
- -. V.-
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TABLE ~T (Continued)
TYF’S OF ERRORS IN ARIThMETIC F13NDA~EMTALS TEST
FOR THIRTY GIRLS MU) ~WENTY BOYS
Souroe of Difficulty Girls Boys
XI T~1u1tip1ication of Decimals
1. Wrong Process 3
2. Omis8iOfl of Decimal Point 8 7
3. Multiplication Difficulty 6 2
4~. Misplacing Decimal Point 5 9
5, Unknown 7 2
XII Division of Decimals
1. Failure to Prefix Zero 9 6
2. Prefixing Unnecessary Zeros 4 2
3. Failure to Annex Zeros in quotient 3
4. Difficulty in Placing Decimal Point 27 8
5. Difficulty in Division 17 2
6. Difficulty with Zero in Quotient 1
7. Unknown 3. 4
XIII Graph
1. Failure in Judgment and in Observation 8 11
2 • Unknown 1 4
3. Omitted 69 42
XIV Percentage
1. Unknown 11 3
2. Wrong Process 2 6
XV Measurements (Denominate Number)
1. Difficulty with Tables of Measurement 15 6
2. Mistakes in Reduction 8 5
3. Mistakes in Adding 1 3.
4. Wrong Process 1
5. Unknown
XVI Map
1. Difficulty in Use of Ruler 4 3
2.~ Unkflown 3
fractions was the same as that for girls, subtracting fractions. Fifty
ive and forty—six exam lea were omitted by girls and boys respectively.
In multiplication of fractions the largest number of errors for girls was
of the “unknown” type~. The next moat common known type of error was due
to lack of comprehension of processes involved. The boys’ most common type
of error in this section of the test was due to the use of wrong process.
e iris omitted seventy—six examples and the boys failed to attempt
forty.. The largest number of errors in division of fractions was classified
“unkno~u” for girls and boys. Of the known types of errors difficulty in
reducing fractions to their lowest term was the next most common type for
girls and errors due to use of the wrong operation was the most common type
~or boys.
There were thirteen different types of errors in the four fundamental
processes in decimals Pypes of errors which could be determined in addition
of decimals were due most commonly to misplacing decimal point for girls and
boys aloke. However, the largest nuriber of errors found in this process
for girls and boys was classified as “unknown’. Use of wrong process and
“unknown” mere the most common types of errors in subtraction for girls end
boys respectrvely. The boys’ next common ty e of error was the same as the
girls’. In multi lication of decimals omission of decimal point was found
to be the most common type of error for girls, and misplacing decimal point
was the most common type of error found for boys. Difficulty in placing
the decimal oint was discovered to be the most common type of error for
girls and boys in division of decimals.
In interpreting the graph, failure in judgment and in observation was
seen to be the most common type of error for both girls and boys.
Only a few pupils attempted the examples in percentage. Most of the
errors made by girls and boys were “unknown”. The remaining type of error
was found to be due to use of the wrong process.
In the section of the test on measurements (denominate numbers) the
most co~m~on type of error was due to difficulty in use of tables of measure
ment. This was true of girls and boys.
The last division of the test, measuring to scale (map) the most fre
quent type of error detected for girls and boys was difficulty in use of
ruler.
We note an increase in errors grouped under the term r~uknc1w&~. This
may be attributed to the fact that great r oonfus ion was found as the pupils
progressed in the test.
4. ~rpes of Errors — Arithmetic Problems
Osborne1 is of the opinion that testing does not indicate the causes
of difficulties. He contends that test results help the teacher to measure
the ability of pupils to solve problems and to locate places of difficulty.
Analysis of written work discloses obvious faults as inaccuracy in compu
tation, inability to select the correct process, and lack of know1ed~e of
esential facts.
In attempting to determine the types of errors in Arithmetic Problems
the investigator was handicapped because most of the pupils did not do their
work in the margin provided. Causes of errors in problem solving cannot be
as easily determined as they can be in analyzing sources of difficulty in
examples. However, careful examination of the fifty tests used in locating
types of errors revealed the following probable ‘by es: (Brucknez~ list of
causes of difficulty in problem solving was consulted)
1Osborne, . J., Corrective Arithmetic, (Boston, 1934), pp. 55—68.
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1. Failure to comprehend the problem in whole or in part.
While this statement does not indicate anything specific about a problem,
it does apply to a large per cent of cases found, if we may judge by the many
unreasonable answers. For example: “~trs. Jones paid 14% for lettuce, 68%
for oranges, and 29% for 5 pounds of sugar. What was her bill? An answer
found—~48.
Z. Lack of knowledge of facts essentini to the solution of the problem.
Examples: tables, weights and measures.
1±icorroct answers to items 16 and 18 revealed this type of difficulty.
3. Lack of ability in identifying the proper processes with the situa
tion indicated in the problem. Lack of’ ability to kno’~v whether to add, sub—
tract, multiply, or divide.
This was the most common type of error found
4. The habit of focussing the attention upon the numbers and being guided
by them instead of by the condition of the problem.
This typo of error was frequently found. Whatever figures occurred in
the problem were usually added or subtracted with no regard to what was called
for in the problem.
5 lack of ability to perform accurately and readily the fundamental
operations.
This type of error is basic to all the other types. This is evidenced
by the errors found in the attem ts.
6. Lack of ability to understand quantitative relations such as cost,
loss or gain, sel1~ng price, income, and amount saved.
Probably limited experiences in the part of the pupils in having
similar situations in their home life account for this lack of understanding.
Responses of’ girls and boys are about equal in point of number and types
of errors. A slight variation was seen in favor of the girls.
CHAPThR IV
SUMMARY AND CONGLIIS IONS
The problem attempted in this investigation is a study of errors made
in the various items of the Arithmetic test in the etropolitan Achievement
Test for 349 Negro children in the David T award School, Atlanta, Georgia.
The purposes of the study were three fold: (1) to note the errors wade
in the varioU8 items of the tests in Arithmetic Fundamentals and Arithmetic
Problems~ (2) to discover the types of errors most commonly made in Arith
metie Fundamentals and Arithmetic Problems tests; and (3) to find the dif
ficulty value of the various items in these tests
Test findings reveal these results in the items included in the Arith
metic Fundamentals test for 212 girls: 3,764 errors; and 2,476 errors for
137 boys The largest number of errors for girls was found in fractions,
the first division of the Arithmetic Fundamentals test. The boys’ largest
number of errors was found in fundamentals in whole numbers. Item 43 (which
involved subtraction of decimals) was the most difficult item in the whole
Fundamentals Arithmetic test for girls. Item 2 (which involved addition
of whole numbers) was the least difficult. In addition to item 43, the boys
found items 48 (which involved the interpretation of a graph), and 55 (which
involved percentage) the most difficult Item 2 (which involved addition
of whole nim~ers) was the least difficult
The items included in the Arithmetic roblems test disclosed more
errors than the items of the Arithmetic Fundamentals. This may be due to
a lack of ability to do silent reading effectively or it may be due to the
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time element. Item 15 was most difficult for both girls and boys. The
errors for girls ranged from 23 to 155 and from 22 to 107 for boys. There
were 3388 errors found in the entire Arithmetic Problems teat for 212 girls
and 1940 errors for 137 boys.
The following typos of errors were most commonly found in Arithmetic
Fundamentals:
Addition
Addition combinations
Subtraction
Zero difficulty
Multiplication
Multiplication tables
Division
Incorrect multiplication
Addition of fractions
Difficulty in adding fractions
Subtraction of fractions
Difficulty in subtracting fractions
Multiplication of fractions
Wrong process
Division of fractions
Difficulty in reducing fraoti9ns to lowest terms
Addition of decimals
Omission of decimal point
Subtraction of decimals
rong process
Multiplication of decimals
Misplacing decimal point
38
Division of decimals
Difficulty in placing decimal point
Graph
Fa lure in judgment and observation
Percentage
Wrong process
Ucasurements (Denominate Numbers)
Difficulty with tables of measure
Difficulty in use of ruler
In Arithmetic Problems test the most common types of error were: failure
to comprehend problems in whole or part and lack of ability to identify the
proper process or processes with situations indicated in problem; lack of
ability to know whether to add, subtract, multiply, or divide,
The difficulty value of the items in the Arithmetic Fundamentals test
ranged from 1.10 to 5.10 for girls and from 1,20 to 8.00 for boys. In Arith
metic ?roblem test the range of difficulty value was from 1.95 to 4.80 for
iris and from 2.00 to 8.00 for boys.
The items in these teats did not always increase in difficulty progres
sively. Neither the most difficult examples nor the most difficult problems
wore found at the end of these tests. In several instances the preceding
item was more difficult than the succeeding one. There is a possibility
that more examples and problems ~ou1d have been attempted if the less dif
ficult items had come first in all cases. Pupils probably spent too much
time with the difficult items ~d foun the time was up before they had gone
very far in the test.
According to the results obtained from this group of pupils it would
appear that the items in the test mere not placed in order of difficulty
39
On the basis of the large number of errors found in the Arithmetic tests
the conclusion would be that on a whole the pupils in this study lacked abil
ity arid trai&ng to measure up to the standards set for seventh grade pupils
by the ?~!etropolitan Achievement Test.
The Gate City Teachers Association commented on the results of the
Metropolitan Test for all Negro seventh grade Du us in the Atlanta Public
School—system. This or anisation reported that most of the seventh grade
pupils who took this test reached only third and fourth gi’ade norms despite
the fact that a large number of the children had intelligence quotients above
100. One pupil with an 1. Q. of 142 was classed as a fourth grade pupil by
this test. The poor s~owing the teachers maintain cannot be attributed
entirely to the lo~ mentality of the children. It was further stated that
the teachers of the Atlanta Public School System are chosen with great care;
most of them have degrees from colleges accredited by standard acore~iiting
associations. The fault then seems not to be with the pupils nor with the
teachers but with the system. The double session which gives the child
only a three and a half-hour—day in~stead of a six-hour-day is claimed to be
an important factor.
In the light of the above contentions the writer (1) recommends single
sessions for all grades, smaller number of children per teacher, and adequate
amount of school room supplies; (2) recommends that after pupils have been
exposed to this type of school environment six years (from first grade
through sixth grade), give them the same Metropolitan Achievement Test and
compare the findings with the present results.
1.1.
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1. READING
lank line means that a word has b~e~ lef
n think of the word that should bej~ eact
‘ntheses at the side of the page. You show
i itself.
re brothers.
~thers are
The
(_____
ouse for her. He
inthe (1) (____
an the sea. The
:alled “dikes,” to
(
parts of France
~t region for grapes
the west of the
mate of that area(
re (
1en likes to read.
ed brought a book(
(
a long line floating
re short lines with(
t and is caught by
line and take off(
(
clothing because
n aviators fly high
r will be very cold.
se high in the air,(
(11) wear (
and we need him.
We need the (13) (
sh (
north winds from
re the winters are
) guided Lewis and
Montana. There
was captured and(
e way to her (15)
Lewis and Clark.(
7—18. The reindeer is used by the Lapps to carry
~ dens in summer and to pull sledges in winter. The
reindeet also provides the Lapps with milk and meat.(
‘J’he ~ then, use the (18) for both food and work. c
19—20. With our modern methods of transportation,
~t ~s difficult for us to imagine the hardships of the
Western pioneer. On land the (19) depended on a kind C
0f covered wagon. On (20) he used the flatboat C
2 1—22. The life of a trapper in the forest is a lonely
one. The country is wild. He may travel for days
through trackless forests without ever seeing a (21)
Only the shrill cry of some (22) breaks the stillness. . . c
23. Abe Lincoln’s reading interfered with his work.
is was no discredit to him; nor was it a (23) to his
father, living under pioneer conditions, that he did not
a preciate the value of reading C
24—25. When the United States was young, there
was a struggle between the common people and the aris
tocracy. Jackson was the first President who was
either a cultured gentleman nor a member of a wealthy
family. His election was a victory of the 24 people(
over the (25) c
26—28. It was a very queer street, all twisted and
o ooked, more like a country road than a city street.
But the people in it were even stranger. Dick was not
surprised at anything the women wore; but to see the(
j~. dressed in doublet and hose was too much. He
began to laugh, but when he saw that he (2~ was wear_C
ing a doublet and hose, it no longer seemed so (28) . . . (
29—30. In colonial days punishment of crime was
eant to warn others as well as to punish the _~L.(
hen a lawbreaker was to be (30) , the town crier would
vite “all good people” to come to witness the sight. . (~
31—32. In 1902 Colombia refused to let the United
tates build a canal across Panama. At that time
anama belonged to Colombia. Naturally the people
of (31) were disappointed. They knew the (32) would C
be of great advantage to them (
33—34. Conditions in cities have made the supply of
gas, and more recently the supply of electricity, almost
as essential as the supply of water. (33) has largely(
taken the place of gas as a means of lighting, but as a fuel
J~L is still used in very large quantities (
[3]
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) 17
) 18
) 19
)2o
) 21
) 22
) 23
) 24
) 25
) 26
) 27
) 28
) 29
) 30
) 31
) 32
)33
)34
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parts of France
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the west of the
mate of that are a(
re (
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ed brought a book(
(
a long line floating
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line and take off(
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n aviators fly high
r will be very cold.
se high in the air,(
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(
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17~—18 TRe reindeer is used by the Lapps to carry
bui7dens in s’iiinther and to pull sledges in winter. The
rei deer also provides the Lapps with milk and meat.(
e (17) , then, use the _(18) for both food and work.(
19 20. With our modern methods of transportation,
~ ‘~ dilli~l~ for us to imagine the hardships of the
Western pioneer. On land the (19) depended on a kind C
0f covered wagon. On 20 he used the flatboat
21—22. The life of a trapper in the forest is a lonely
one. The country is wild. He may travel for days
~-~) through trackless forests without ever seeing a no
~ily the shrill cry of some (22) breaks the stillness. . .
23. Abe Lincoln’s reading interfered with his work.
~‘~‘ is was no discredit to him; nor was it a (23) to his
father, living under pioneer conditions, that he did not
a preciate the value of reading (~
24—25. When the United States was young, there
was a struggle between the common people and the aris
tocracy. Jackson was the first President who was
neither a cultured gentleman nor a member of a wealthy
family. His election was a victory of the 24 people(
over the (25)
26—28. It was a very queer street, all twisted and
crooked, more like a country road than a city street.
But the people in it were even stranger. Dick was not
surprised at anything the women wore; but to see the(
~ dressed in doublet and hose was too much. He
began to laugh, but when he saw that he no was wear_C
i g a doublet and hose, it no longer seemed so (28) . . .
29—30. In colonial days punishment of crime was
eant to warn others as well as to punish the J~L.(
hen a lawbreaker was to be 30 , the town crier would
vite “all good people” to come to witness the sight. . (.
31—32. In 1902 Colombia refused to let the United
•tates build a canal across Panama. At that time
anama belonged to Colombia. Naturally the people
of (31) were disappointed. They knew the 32 wouldC
be of great advantage to them C
33—34. Conditions in cities have made the supply of
gas, and more recently the supply of electricity, almost
as essential as the supply of water. (33) has largely(
aken the place of gas as a means of lighting, but as a fuel
._~L is still used in very large quantities (
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_) i~
_) 20
21
_) 22
_) 23
24
_) 25
26
27
28
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31
32
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Canals can be du~ in almost any level plain, but they cost sd much
that it pays to build a canal only where there is sure to be a large amount
of freight. Canal traffic is always slow; for if fast steamboats were used,
the waves which they cause would soon wear away the banks and fill the
canals. Often barges are used in great numbers, and are slowly drawn
by tugboats, horses, donkeys, or even men. In densely populated plains
like those of China, Japan, and Europe, even such slow transportation
by inland waterways is important.
~j. How do boats usually travel in canals ? (
~. What kind of boats should not be used in canals ?. . (
~T1
58. vvhat is the name of the kind of boat that is used to
carry freight in canals ? (______________________
64. What would be injured if boats moved rapidly in
canals ~ (
~. What must be made sure of before a canal is built?. . ( ) 55
The tulip tree is a favorite with lumbermen, not only because the
trunks are long and straight but also because they are “clean” to a great
height. By a clean trunk is meant one that is free from limbs, so that
the lumber made from it will be free from knots; for knots appear in
the wood where limbs grow out from the trunk of a tree.
56. What are there in trunks of trees that make them
poor for lumber ? (___________________
By whom is the tulip tree liked, according to the
paragraph ? ( ____________________
58. If you see many knots in lumber, what do you know
about the tree from which the lumber was made?. . (
59. The trunk of a tree is “clean” if it has no~ (~) for
a great height above the ground (
60. Besides being “clean,” why is the tulip-tree trunk
good for lumber ? (
As the sugar in a maple tree is manufactured by the leaves, it passes
down from the leaves into the trunk and roots of the tree, and is stored
in the living cells of these parts in the form of starch. Then when food is
needed in the spring to enable the buds to grow and expand into blossoms
and leaves, and to produce the seeds, the starch is changed back to sugar,
which is dissolved out of the storage cells and carried upward in the sap.
61. What things do the buds on the tree change to ( ) 61
What does the sugar change to in the tree ? ( ) 62
What part of the tree makes the sugar ~ (
64. During what season is the starch stored in the tree
without being used ? ( ) o~
STOP!
No. RIGHT 123 4 5 6 7 8 9 10111213 141516171819202122232425262728293031323334
Score 161717181919202021 2122222323242525 262627282829303031 3132333334353636
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injure trees. A /
apparently ate(
e (35) was ex-~—--—----_~....)
Ut not recently. (
feeding on the,
:he (37) but a~—~
m us and a star,
ppearing if the
f that, the (39) C
n hides it. We
no (40) sur
(_
to compromise.
~m by someone
n. They don’t C
s resisting the
(_______
then read the questions below it. Write
parentheses after it. You may read the
:ach question can be answered by one
u should get the answer to each question 57.
hard to start a soft-coal fire. A
coal on fire. Soft coal burns with
ick clouds of black smoke. A large
is burned.
o pieces. It is not as dirty as soft
iiing. More kindling is needed to
Hard coal burns with little smoke.
hes are left after hard coal is burned.
(
(
59
60
s? (___________________
smoke ? ____________________
:burning?. . ______________
By flickering curtains gray and thin.
But cheerily the chickadee
Singeth to me on fence and tree;
The snow sails round him as he sings,
White as the down on angels’ wings.
otbright? ________________
(
62.
63.
( )
( )
( )
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1. Ahead means — 1 below 2 in front of
2. Sad means — 1 unhappy 2 lovely 3 gay
3. To be seen means to be — 1 blind 2 served
4. He told means he — 1 spoke 2 cried 3
5. To be strong is to be — 1 seffish 2 strange
6. To discover means to — 1 know 2 find out
7. Sprang is the same as — 1 leaped 2 rode
8. Freedom means — 1 revolution 2 war 3
9. To pretend is to — 1 work 2 make believe
10. Single refers to — 1 many 2 all 3 both
11. Huge best describes an — 1 apple 2 ant
12. To be polite is to be — 1 wise 2 skillful
13. To join means to — 1 enjoy 2 connect
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
Weather refers to — 1 climate
A mountain is part of— 1 a city
Dangerous means — 1 courageous
From means — 1 toward 2 to
New means — 1 recent 2 nice
A supply is a — 1 need 2 help
To shield means to — 1 arm 2
Peace means — 1 part 2 scorn
To appear means to — 1 seem
3 between 4 above...(
4 fearful (
3 looked at 4 broken(
met 4 touched (
3 proud 4 powerful(
3 close 4 consider(
3 rang 4 walked . (
liberty 4 American. (
3 meet 4 frighten(
4one (
3 elephant 4 elf. . (
3 courteous 4 happy(
3 travel 4 note .. . . (
4calm (
3 blame 4 soften . . (
(Go right on to the next page.
2 provide 3 spend 4 have (
2 calendar 3 doubt 4 seashore (
2theearth 3thesea 4ahill(
2 healthy 3 careful 4 perilous(
3outof 4into (
3 smart 4 noisy (
3 prayer 4 quantity (
shift 3 conflict 4 protect . . . (
3 loyalty
2 vanish
[6]
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TEST 2~•~ VOcABULARY
Di;ections. In the parentheses after each question write the number o
the word that makes the sentence true.
Sample. Big means the same as — 1 bad 2 pretty 3 large 4 tiny( )
.c
1
.F
1
)2 . A
1
4.1
)~ . P
)6 . A
)~ . F
)s . 1
)~. P
~ 1
)“. 1
~ . I
)u 1
14. To plan is to — 1 smooth 2 scheme 3 plant 4 cover (
15. To live means to — 1 like 2 dwell 3 play 4 wake C
16. To be felt is to be — 1 hard 2 struck 3 pushed 4 touched . (
17. To spy is to — 1 steal 2 hide 3 quarrel 4 watch secretly . . (
18. Laughter refers to — 1 business 2 dishonor 3 order 4 merriment(
19. Horror means — 1 fear 2 honor 3 honesty 4 strength (
20. To tease is to — 1 rip 2 fight 3 annoy 4 drink (
21. She replies means she — 1 complains 2 demands 3 fills 4 answers(
22. To astonish is to — 1 surprise 2 annoy 3 sadden 4 forget. . (
23. Value means — 1 progress 2 effort 3 worth 4 vanity (
24. To furnish is to — 1 buy
1
.7
.1
1. P
2. T’
3. A
.1
5. L
O.k
re
i~lo.
Score
0. a
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write the number of
3 large 4 tiny(
n 4above...( )i
earful ( )~
~ed at 4 broken( ) ~
4 touched ( 4
ud 4 powerful( ) ~
)se 4 consider( ) 6
ig 4walked.( )~
4American.( )~
eet 4 frighten( ) ~
ae ( )~
phant 4elf..( )~
;eous 4 happy( ) ~
I 4note....( )~
4 cover ( )14
wake ( )~
1 4 touched .( )~
vatch secretly . . ( ) j~
~r 4 merriment( ) ~
strength ( )i~
()~
fills 4 answers( )2I
~n 4forget..( )~
4vanity ( )
4have ( )
bt 4 seashore( ) ~
zesea 4ahill( )2s
eful 4 perilous( ) 21
0 ( )
dsy ( )
uantity (
4 protect . . . (
~alm (
ie 4 soften . . (
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9.
0.
1.
12.
3 uncomplaining 4 rude(
3 story 4 picture . (
3 disappear 4 collect . (
) 56
) 57
) 58
) 59
)~o
) 61
) 62
) 63
)64
) 65
I.
5.
5.
) 1.
~8.
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courage means — 1 indifference 2 loyalty 3 bravery 4 patience( ) 34
~ depend is to — 1 rely 2 race 3 fear 4 help ( ) 35
‘1J~,be patient is to be — 1 ill 2 evident ) 36
Furious describes a — 1 building 2 storm ) 37
To tax means to — 1 charge 2 teach ) 38
A message is a — 1 rule 2 communication 3 tree 4 paper . . ( ) 39
To compare is to — 1 grumble 2 finish 3 direct 4 liken.. . . ( ) 40
To dream is to — 1 wake 2 plan 3 fear 4 fancy ( ) 41
An idea is a — 1 date 2 panic 3 thought 4 statue ( ) 42
13. ~A stubborn boy is — 1 studious 2 forgiving 3 obstinate 4 strong( ) 43
~. Ji]~ warns means he — 1 heats 2 endangers 3 trusts 4 cautions( ) 44
6. .To long for means to — 1 extend 2 crave 3 look 4 envy. . . ( ) 45
6. Probably means — 1 surely 2 exactly 3 likely 4 assuredly. . ( ) ~
7. The effect means the — 1 exertion 2 declaration 3 concern 4 result( ) 47
i~. To admit is to — 1 proceed 2 acknowledge 3 conduct 4 warm( ) 48
9. I defeat means I — 1 reduce 2 overcome 3 defend 4 dare. . ( ) 49
o. To plead means to — 1 appeal 2 fold 3 promise 4 pretend( ) so
i. To relieve means to — 1 ease 2 abandon 3 remedy 4 taste( ) si
To consider means to — 1 agree 2 decide 3 think over 4 send( ) 52
a To lack means to — 1 lose 2 need 3 tire 4 grieve ( ) 53
A fault is — 1 a defect 2 a fairy 3 a dread 4 an accident. . . ( ) 54
~. A prospect is an — 1 outlook 2 esteem 3 examination 4 attack( ) s5
6. Intention means — 1 purpose 2 indifference 3 consideration
4 discovery (
1. To refresh means to — 1 bend 2 freeze 3 invigorate 4 enroll(
58. A refuge is a — 1 remedy 2 rubbish 3 debt 4 retreat (
59. Thus means — 1 rarely 2 and 3 so 4 however (
0. Devotion means — 1 hope 2 affection 3 suffrage 4 ambition(
ii. A conference is a — 1 federation 2 discussion 3 conflict 4 speech(
12. Vigilance means — 1 triumph 2 power 3 irregularity 4 watchfulness(
13. Ample means 1 rare 2 amber 3 brilliant 4 sufficient (
• To prolong is to — 1 shorten 2 encourage 3 lengthen 4 precede (
• Leisure means — 1 ease 2 sport 3 work 4 contentment .. . . (
STOP!
)
) St
)27
)
No. RIGHT ~35 36~37 38
NO. RIGHT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 2425 26 27 28 293031 32 3334
core 1314141516161718181919202121 222223 2424252627272829293031 323233343435
52~53~54~55 62~63~64~65~
core 36 37~37 38 62~63~65~66j
o. attempted No. wrong [ 7 1 Number right Score, Test ~
2.Add 4
0
s. Add 28
7
6
8
9
1
4
8
7
2
9
3
u. Add 29699
88687
99899
87739
42478
8. Subtract 9 0 6
460
9. Subtract 6 11 4
3008
10. Subtract 7 6 3 8 1 1
464762
12. Multiply 321
2
13. Multiply 452
8
14. Multiply 9785
46
15. Multiply
z~
(Go right on to the neit ~ag~e
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TEST. 3~ ARITHMETIC FUNDAMENTALS
Dirictions. Work each example and w’rite~ ~he answ~r in ~he bo~, neaV~ it
If you have to cOpy your answer, be sure to copy it correctly. ai~
improper fractions to mixed numbers, and all fractions to lowest terms.
1. Add 3 7. Subtract 1 5 5~97 8
1 7 ~87
16. 54÷6=tJ
________ __________ 17. 4 )~W.Iz__ 8 8 ) 6152
19. 29 ) 8874
20. 38 ) 76114
-f.
___ 21 7 ) 1 638
4. Add
11. 4X8=~______
9 -.
~.. ‘.
2. 4~td
~3.
~. Add
25. •-
26. Add
27. Subtract
28. Subtract
9.
0. Subtract
41
6. Subtract 9
4
[8]
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I-of124= I
8X2~-= I
*x10ex*= I
35. 1OX4X1*= ________
1* ÷ 1* =
MetropoUtai~: Lit~
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and write the answer in the bo~ near ~
be sure to copy it correctly. J?ed..j~ ~
rs, and all fractions to lowest terms.
1 5 15. Multiply
7
_ —I.
906
460
6114
3008
1
763811
~64762
321
2
452
S_I
9785
46
36.
37.
38.
39.
•? “-, ~ •~-r~
p
cli 32
1*
33.
~+~= 34.
~ Add 3*
4*
5. *+*+*= I
&.Add 6*
1 71
8*
7. Subtract 9*
8. Subtract 81
3~
I______
0. Subtract
41-*=I
[91
16. 54÷6=
17. 4 )___~_~_
18. 8 ) 6152
19. 29 ) 8874
20. 38)76ff4
21. 78)~T1638
1 81.
(Go right on to the next page~
40. Add .35
.224
.0 542
3 2 5.0 42
.9
.0 025
41. 8.7 + 20+ .325 + .05 =
42. $81 — $3.62 =
43. 8.7—.645= I I
“• 1—.03= I
(Go right on to the next page.)
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2ft. 4jn.
3ft. 8jn
4ft. 6in.
iu.ch must
~d to 6 lb.
~I~i :i
~inch 20 miles
‘ii I
distance in
the north
f both Con
hcd€~__~
~25 2627282930313233
3637383940 41 4243 444
15960
7172
Score, TestS.
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TEST 4 ARITHMETIC PROBLEMS
Directions. Work ‘each problem and write the answer in the box after the
~problem. Do your work in the margin at the right of the page.
Alice said that she had 22 words right and ____________
8 words wrong in her spelling test. How
many words were in the test ? I
2. Mrs. Jones paid 14t for lettuce, 68~ for ____________
oranges, and 29t for 5 pounds of sugar. $ 2
What was her bill ? ____________
j5. ~. Edna’s mother wants to make Edna a silk ___________
dress. She needs 3 yards of silk. What $ 3
will the material cost at $3.20 a yard?.. .. ____________
qt. ~. Last week I had 309 stamps in my collec ___________
tion. I have 359 now. How many more 4
have I now? _________
5. If we average 25 miles an hour on our auto
trip, how far can we go in 9 hours ? mi.
6. Arthur paid a debt of $7.82 with a 10-dollar $ 8
bill. How much change should he receive? ___________
i. At noon today the thermometer on our
porch read 18° above zero. At 6 o’clock ___________
it read 13° above zero. How much colder ° 7
was it at 6 o’clock than at noon? ___________
8. My uncle gathered 288 baskets of cherries. ____________
He put the baskets into 4 crates. How 8
— many were in each crate ? ____________
9. There are 19 boys in our club We made ___________
a radio that cost $23.18. If we share the cost $
equally, how much should each boy pay?.
0. At our picnic there will be 256 fifth-grade ___________
pupils. Each bus holds 32 pupils. How 10
many busses do we need ? __________
1. Each of the 78 fifth-grade pupils will go to ___________
the school picnic. It will cost 37q~ for each
pupil. How much is that in all ? ___________
2. One kind of paper napkins sells for 100 per ____________
hundred. At that rate, what would 1000 $ 12
paper napkins cost ~ ___________
3. There are 56 pages in our speller. Our ____________
teacher said .~ of them are review pages. 13
How many review pages are there ? ____________
4. Ben’s older brother earns $72 a month.
He allows one eighth of his salary for ex ____________
penses on his car. How much does he 14
allow for expenses on his car a month ? ___________
[ II ] (Go right on to the next page.)
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50. Which subject was
liked best? ___________
51. About how many
pupils liked physical
training best ? _____________
52. Which was liked by ___________
most pupils, geogra
phy or music?. ___________
STOP!
59. How much must
be added to 6 lb.
9 oz. to make 14
lb
) CONNECTICUT
,.~Sca1e: ~ nch -20 mu
I I I’ I I
‘1
60. What is the distance in
miles across the north
ern border of both Con
necticut and Rhode
Island ?
No. RIGHT
ScoTe
35 36~37 8839 40~41 4243 44~45 46~47 484950 51 52 53~54 55 56 57~58
484950 51~52 5354 55~56 57~58 596061 62 63 64~66 6768 69~70
:1
No. attempted; No. wrong [ 10 ] Number right..... - Score, ~
.4,5.
.1
46. 100 X 55.4
54. 33~-%of90= C
55. 8%of2O= C
47.
48.
49.
9 ) .72
.004 ) .0324
1.25 ) 87.5
56. lft.=
57. lpk. = C
58.Add . 2
• 3
4
No. RIGHT 1 2 3 4 5 8 9 10 11 12 13 1415 16 17 18 if~ 21 22 23 2425 26 27 282931
Score 131415161718~19202122232425262728293030~31 3233343536373839404.
4647
59
71
60
72
.~ ~ ~- ..
15 If 4 baits of chocoIa~e are to be divided ___________
among 5 boys, what part of. a bar should 15
each boyget?
16. My mother bought a gallon can of maple ___________
syrup, which she put into pint jars. How 16
many pint jars did she use ? ____________
17. A bill for pencils for our school store was
$4.32. If the pencils were 3t each, how 17
many should we have received ? ___________
18. Apples are selling at 4 for 10~. How much
should I pay for 2 dozen? I
19. Emil’s father got 18 baskets of berries. He
said he would give a quarter of them to his
brother and a quarter to a neighbor and
keep the rest. How many baskets was he
going to keep ? ___________
20. Nellie practices her music lessons * hour
every day. How many hours of practicing
does she do in 7 days? hr.
21. Mr. Nelson bought a table for $12.75. He
paid $1.50 to have it carted to his shop. ___________
He spent $1.69 to repaint it. He sold it $ 21
for $20.00. How much did he gain on it? ___________
22. Nan was told to buy 8 pounds of nuts for a ___________
party. If they come in 8-ounce boxes, how 22
many boxes should she buy ? __________
23. Mary’s mother sent her to the store for
~- gallon of vinegar. How many quarts
did she get? qt.
24. John paid 250 for his lettuce seed. He sold ____________
78 heads of lettuce for 5~ a head. How
much did he make on his lettuce? ___________
25. Mrs. Hall bought a 2f.yard piece of cotton ___________
cloth and a lf.yard piece. How much did 25
she buy all together? __________
26. Mr. Lane bought a new flagpole for his
front yard. It is 28* feet long. If he puts ____________
it 4-4 feet into the ground, how many feet f 26
of the pole will be above ground ? t.
27. If Bert puts 250 in the bank each week, how $
much money will he save in a year P ____________
28. After each sale of dress goods, the clerk
marked on a little tag the amount of ma
terial left. If 2-h- yards were sold from a _____________
piece containing 10~ yards, what should the d ~
clerk write on the tag? ___________
[ I 2 ] (Go right on to the ii
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~ Bob worked 44 hours on Monday, 3~ hours
~on Tuesday, an~d 4 hours on Thursday. At :~: -
40~ an hour, how much did he earn ? ___________
go. How many pieces, .~- yard in length, could
you cut from 34 yards of linen ? ___________
31. What will ice cream for 256 persons cost if
you allow 1 quart of ice cream for 8 persons $ 31
and pay $2.00 a gallon for it ? ___________
32., To go to Morristown, which is 30.8 miles
from New York City, you pass through
‘South Orange, which is 14.9 miles from ___________
:~ New York City. How far is it from South mi.’32
- ‘Orange to Morristown ___________
33. Nancy had the following marks in her mid ___________
term tests: 92, 68, 84, 74, and 100. What 33
was her average mark ? ____________
84. Newton is 5~- miles north of camp, and An ___________
dover is 64 miles north of Newton. How
far is it from camp to Andover and back? mi.
35. My father earns $240 a month. We spend
~ of it for rent, ~- of it for other expenses, _____________
and save the rest. How much money do $ 35
we save a month ? ___________
86. Max wants to make a yard for his rabbits,
which will measure 6 feet 4 inches by 4 feet _____________
8 inches. How much will the wire netting $ 38
to enclose it cost at 10~ a foot ? _____________
7. Mr. Jones took in $3537 in the 27 business ___________
days of July. How much did he average 37
for one day ? ___________
38. Our butcher had on his counter a cut of
meat that weighed 12 pounds. From this ___________
cut, the roast we bought weighed 4 pounds lb 38
12 ounces. How much meat was left?.... OZ.
39. My bedroom is 12 feet by 16 feet. How ___________
much will it cost to scrape and varnish the $ 39
floor at 12~ a square foot ? ___________
40. Stone Bros. have failed in business and state
that they can pay only 70 cents on the ___________
dollar. They owe Dan’s father $10,500. 40
How much should he receive ? ___________
STOP!
No. RIGHT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 1819 2021 22 23 2425 2627 28 293031 3233
Score 1718 19 2022232426282930 32 3435373840 42 43 44464749 50 52 5455 57 59 60 62 64 65 67~
37383940 Number attempted Number right
72 73 75 76 Number wrong Score, Test 4
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No. RIGHT 35 36
Score 68 70
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•TEST~5. ENGLISH: PART I—LANGUAGE usA~
Directions. In each sentence one word is left out for ea~l~ bi
Think of the one word that should be written on the blank hne~to ~
sentence correct and sensible. Write the word in the parenthes~ a
sentence. Read the whole sentence before you write the word. (,~
the first letter of the word you are to use is given.) Read the Se~~
after you have written the word, to be sure that it is correct and se
Samples. John says he d— like to lose a game (d
Mary hasn’t more paper left for her lessons.(
1. “Please 1— me go,” said the little boy (1
2. “How many marbles are in your pocket, Henry ?“ Henry
said, “I only four.” (
3 Bill was alone. There weren’t other boys in the room.(
4. The principal gave Julian a book and said, “Please
this book to your room and give it to your teacher.” (
5. It took Bill an hour to reach my house. He left his house
at eight o’clock, and he C— to my house at nine (C
6. The flower smells sul— (Sw
7. Although I was on the top deck, I S— the fish very clearly. (S
8. If he could only hear —self sing as other people hear
him, John wouldn’t sing when other people are around. . . (
9. Millie ii— herself when she fell downstairs (h
10. Silas ii— never been in New York (h
11. ~‘Please do the dishes, Helen,” said mother. “I d—
them while you were talking to Miss Jones,” said Helen. . . (d
12. Chester had hardly marbles when he started to play. . (
13. Elva sings beautifully. She S— a song for us yesterday. (s
14. I saw you with a strange girl this morning. I never before
saw you and together (
15. I have s— several airplanes during the past week which
were so high up that I couldn’t hear them (s
16. Hiram was here for a week, but he has back to the farm.(
17. George likes most apples, but he doesn’t like th— kind. . (liz
18. A number of men w standing on the street corner (w
19. “Did the bottle sink?” “No, but it would have s— if
it had been full.” (S
14 1 (Go right on to the ne
~ -,‘~. .~> ‘. ~MetropoUt8~:Ltraruai;~~
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Ben is afraid: . Hed—like to go out no~hile it-is dãrk.(d . ) ~
Li e. ~. •~ you see six books on the tabl~? Th—books are Ben’s.(Th ) ~i
the ~ ~he balloon b— because Jack pricked it with a pin (b ) 22
the
es 3. “When will your father give you that dollar?” “He has
ga~ g— it to me already and I have spent it.” (g ) ~
e. ~• W— you surprised to see us? (W ) ~
~. David was so sure he won the prize that he asked his
teacher, “Who won the prize? Was it —?“ ( ) 25
~. He has taken my books home for me many times; so I —
I ought to do the same for him ( ) 26
) 2 . I haven’t wr—her for a week, because I broke my arm.(ur ) 27
~ 8. Harrysaid,”I w— _wontheraceiflhadtriedharder.”(W ) 28
-
9. Ned is on the raft. See him jump—the raft into the water. ( ) ~
~ .~“Does he always take the same train?” “Yes, he has
t— the same train every day for two years.” (t ) 30
)~
~. Either Joe or Tom — going to stay after school ( ) ~i
~. The committee — made up of three boys ( ) 32
• I am going to take violin lessons. Miss Waters will —
‘me to play the violin ( ) 33
) 8 ~These books are Arthur’s, but th— are mine (th ) s~
) ~ .~Everybody will take — own seat ( ) 35
) ~— Jim go to the movies if he finishes his work soon? . . ( ) 36
There w— no other passenger in the car. Ann was alone.(w ) 37
• The boys play with him though he is younger than ~?z—. (th ) i~
A variety of fruits iv— in the bowl on the table (w ) 39
• “Are these books for you, Betty, or for Ruth ?“ “They
are for both her and —,“ said Betty ( ) 40
• W— did you say wanted to see me? (W )41
• Nora’s sewing is nice. Beth sews n— too (n ) 42
) The four children together had a dollar. How much would
each have if the money were divided equally — them?. . ( ) 43
We had to walk very qu— in order to get there on time. . (qu ) 44
With iv— was Sally playing when you saw her yesterday ?(w ) 45
) . Mother objects to in— playing ball, but father does not.(in ) 48
~t page.) [ I 5 ] STOP!
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PART ~IP—PUNCTUATION AND CAPITALIZATION
Directions. In the sentences below, some’ punctuation n~iarks an~3
letters are left out. In the parentheses after each sentence copy e~
after which there should be a punctuation mark and write the pun
mark after it. Also copy each word that should be capitalized a
it with a capital letter. The samples show you how to do it.
Samples. John came home he was very tired. ( home. h
Where was the ball it was on the chair.( bail? Li
47. Mary is a good girl she helps her mother.
48. The children went for a walk the sun was shining
brightly. (
49. I do not know on which street it is this may be the
right street.
50. Who will bring me the book that is on the table
thank you, John. (
51. Does Carl want the candy or the fruit he prefers
candy but likes fruit too. (
52. John has a rabbit he brought it to school the chil..
dren like to play with it. (
53. Nan did not know where to look for her doll she was
sure she had left it in her room it is not there. (
Directions. In each of the following sentences put in the capital
and the commas, periods, and other punctuation marks that have b~
out. Do not change any punctuation that is already in any sentence.
i gave Dick three marbles
while they were waiting patiently for supper Sam got t
wood paper and dried leaves for the fire.
Will you come to school on tuesday
We dont go to the seashore in the summer.
Neds mother roasts a turkey every thanksgiving.
Mother said, Ned you must put your toys away now.
Jims home is on peachtree street.
STOP!
No. RIGHT 1 2 3 4 5 6 ~ ~ 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 2021 22 23 2425 26 27 2829 3031
Score 12 13 13 14 15 15 1611617118 19 19 20 21_21222324125262727282930313233343637
No. RIGHT 35 3637 383940 41142 ~ 45 4849 50 51 52153 ~ 56 57 58 59 ~J61 62 63 64165
Score 41 42 43 44 45 4647I~4~j~9 52 5~fj~j 55 56585 0626~j~66 68 69 70 72173 75 76
No. attempted No. wrong No. right Score, Test 5.
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ElATION AI~~D CAPITALIZATION
s below, some punctuation marks and c
parentheses after each sentence copy each
a punctuation mark and write the punctu
~ach word that should be capitalized and
e samples show you how to do it.
~e was very tired. ( home. He
11 it was on the chair.( ball? ft
her mother.
1k the sun was shining
(
et it is this may be the
C
Ic that is on the table
)r the fruit he prefers
C
t it to school the chil
(
)ok for her doll she was
Ti it is not there. (
ollowing sentences put in the capital let
I other punctuation marks that have been
~tuation that is already in any sentence.
les
patiently for supper Sam got toge
leaves for the fire.
d on tuesday
tshore in the summer.
urkey every thanksgiving.
30.
31..
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
must put your toys away now. ~
f 48.
ree Street.
STOP! 49.
131415151718192o21222324252627282g3o31~ 50.
2021212223242526272728293031323334363738~ GH’91 2345578 9101112131415fl 293031323334
47484950515253545555575859505152535465 56~e ~i011 11 12 12 13 13 14 14 15 15 16 17 17 18 19 192021222223242526272829303133 343536
54555658596062636466686970727375767880t1[ G~~536373839404142434445464748~4950515253545556575859606162636465
No right Score, TestS e ~?3738394o414243444546474849~51g25355565758596o616263646s666768
e Scoring Key in regard to bonus for Grades 5 and 6.
[ i6 ] .‘~1izpted No. wrong [ 17 1 Number right Score, Test 6
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INDIVIDUAL PROFILE CHART’•
METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEIVIENT TESTS: INTERMEDIATE BATTERY— PARTIAL
evised) -
1 Reading iArithmeticIEng.ISpeIL~ I I :
Score~ 1 I 2 I 3 I ~4 I 5 I 6 ITotaliGradel Age
J_ J_ J_ .J_ ____
80: : : : :‘ : : - :10.0 153
:, .: •: -.: .:- :~
- 14—11 .
• : I : : 450’ ~ ~
• - - - 14—8 -
- 14—7
• - - - 14—6 -
70 •• -• •- ‘9.04~4-5 ,•~,
• 14—4 . - -
- - -14—3
A 14—1 -~
- ~-~‘~‘- 14—0
65 -13-11-
13—10• -13-9 -
- . . 13-8 -
- . -13—7
60 . -. &0~13-6 -.~
• 350- i3~4
- 13—2
- - . - - -- 13—1
55- . -. 7.5 13—0 --
- 12—11 • -
• - . - - - 12—10 -
• 12—9 -•-
- - 12—8
50 . . 300 7.0 12-7 --
- - - - 12—6 - :
- - - - - 12—4 - • -
• - - - - 12—3 -
• - 12—2
- 6.5 12.l
- • - . - - 11—10
250 -
40 60
- - . - - . - n11—~3 ~•••~• ‘•
- - . - - - ‘11—1 ••,s~.’1~,
35 . ., . . - 55 11—0
- . . - . - . . . - . . - 10—11 - - •~ -
• - - - . . . - - •200. - -10-9 - -
• . -•• - - ,. •- i0-8 /~
30 50
25- : : : : : ~ :~~:: ~:1~
- - - .- - - - 9~-8 -
- - . . . . - - ~ •~-: ~-
- . . - - - 9—5 ,-•-~1
20 40 *9-4
- : -: : : : 100- •:~:~‘ -. -. .1
15 . . ‘ . - - -~5- - 8-9 ~.
• - . - - ‘ 8—8. .
- - - ‘ . - - - - - 8-7.- -
- •-.• •.- ‘ “8-6 ‘ -
- - . . . • - - 8—4
10- -- ‘• . ., . ,.S -3.0-8—3.
* Values above Grade 90 are extrapolated. -. - -
The Profile Chart is designed to furnish a graphic picture of the achievement of an individual pupi~a
revealed by his test scores. The test scores which are needed for the completion of the Profile chart
are obtained from the tables at the end of each test and are copied into the form provided on -the ~itj~
page. In plotting the scores, open the test booklet and lay it flat ‘so that both the title page andthe Profile1
Chart are in view. Plot the individual scores entered in the table on the proper scales and join thése~
points to make the profile. The Supervisor’s Manual should be consulted for further de•tails c?~cer.!-~
ing the use and interpretation of the Profile Chart. • -‘
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